Attachment 1 Attachment 2
From: J. Marvin Herndon [mailto:mherndon@san.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2019 4:45 PM
To: 'sundar@google.com'
Cc: 'J. Marvin Herndon'
Subject: Allegation of Complicity in Crimes against Humanity
Importance: High

Dear Google CEO, Pichai Sundararajan aka Sundar Pichai,
I bring to your attention activities of Google subsidiary YouTube that, unless
promptly corrected, I allege, implicate you and Google in an activity that millions
consider crimes against humanity, and which I have reason to believe will
become actionable for class action lawsuits.
Toxic particulates are being covertly jet-sprayed into the atmosphere on a neardaily, near-global basis. My colleague, Mark Whiteside, MD, MPH, a Florida State
Public Health Officer, and I have published 21 medical and scientific articles in
the peer-reviewed scientific literature exposing the toxic nature of the
particulates and the harm to human and environmental health:
http://www.nuclearplanet.com/Geoengineering_Scientific_Articles.html You
should read these.
Those engaged in the spraying, including the US Air Force, deceive the public
by falsely claiming that the trails are harmless ice-crystal contrails:
http://www.nuclearplanet.com/USAF.pdf
There is a concerted effort to deceive the public, presumably by one or more of
the intelligence agencies. Their operatives were responsible for coercing
editors of public health journals to retract two peer-reviewed and published
public health articles without ever allowing me to see and respond to their lies:
http://www.nuclearplanet.com/Retraction_Deception.html and
http://www.nuclearplanet.com/explainretractions.pdf
I have been smeared on disinformation websites and my Wikipedia page has
been marginalized and falsified:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Marvin_Herndon
I posted a number of YouTube music videos that are intended to give a
scientifically precise description of the covert aerial particulate spraying, with
links on the following webpage:
http://www.nuclearplanet.com/music_videos.html When those videos are
accessed on certain web browsers, including Google Chrome, a definition of
“contrail” appears. The attached photos show one example and the basis given.
Make no mistake, that “contrail” definition is intended to discredit the videos and

deceive the public about major public health risks. Therein lies Google’s
culpability.
I request the Google cease and desist mislabeling all of my YouTube videos in
this manner and to cease and desist mislabeling others’ videos protesting the
aerial spraying. But even beyond that, I would like to invite you to use the great
resources of Google for humanitarian purposes, even if only to benefit your
employees, and shed light on this dark and insidiously harmful human atrocity.
No one should deliberately poison the air we all breathe. Millions of people are
opposed to the aerial spraying: http://www.nuclearplanet.com/websites.pdf
Kindly acknowledge receipt
Sincerely,
J. Marvin Herndon, Ph.D.
858-232-1177
mherndon@san.rr.com
http://ww.NuclearPlanet.com

